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ABSTRACT

I would like to discuss the problem of a neutrino magnetic moment which i* of interest
since it deals with the probable time anticonclation of the solar* flux with the Sun magnetic activity.
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1. Cl-Ar EXPERIMENT

This experiment has been perfumed by R.Davis and collaborators, and now the data are

available for 1970-1989 period [1]. One run in the experiment [1] has been lasting for approx-

imately two months, and now the results of nearly 100 runs during 20 year interval are known.

Experimental uncertainty of every point is large, and it is hard to see any time dependence in the

whole sample of data. Nevertheless, if one uses 5-run moving avenging procedure, then the time

dependence would be seen which strongly anticorreuues with the solar magnetic activity. Namely,

starting from 1977 when the Sun was quiet, and the flux measured was large, one can see the flux di-

minishing in 1979-1982 when the Sun activity was at its maximum, and then the influx increases.

In 1986-1988 i/-flux was targe, and die Sun was quiet [1), The last Cl - At data for 1989 show

the diminishing of v~flux while the Sun activity in 1987 began to increase.

To analyze the data sample in the simplest way, it is reasonable to use a constant flux

hypothesis. Taking all the data from run 18 up to run 106, we obtain the avenge number of nAr

atoms produced per day NM • 0.38 ± 0.031, and a confidence level for a constant flux hypoth-

esis is: C.L. « 31%. At a glance, this high value of the confidence level contradicts to the above

statement of f-flux strong antkorrebukm with the Sun magnetic activity. However, a more so-

phisticated analysis, carried out by Davis and collaborators, demonstrates that anticonxlation does

exist. The result of this analysis is shown in the following Table:
Table

Solar activity
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Increasing activity

Period
1977

J979.5 - 1980.7
1986.8 - 1988.3
1988.4 - 1989.5

lateinSNU
4.1 ± 0.9
0.7 ± 0.6
4.2 ± 0.7
0.8 ± 0.6

This table demonstrates how the solar vflux is changed with the variation of the Sun activity.

If one averages between two periods of minimum activity and dien between two periods

of maximum activity and finds the difference between these two numbers, the result will be written

as follows: A - 3.4 ± 0.6 SNU which is more than five standard deviations from zero. This

latter procedure is really adequate if one bean in mind that influx should anticorrelate with the

Sun activity, and 5 standard deviations characterize the validity of the effect. Thus, anticomlatton

with the Sun magnetic activity is likely to occur in the data of Cl-Ar detector.

2. KAMIOKANDE AND Ga-Ge EXPERIMENTS

Another experiment, sensitive to a solar neutrino, is that of Kamiokande where ve-

scattering is delected [2J.
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For the period from January 1987 up to May 1988 the solar f-flux. measured by Kamiokandcf
agrees with that of Davis and collaborators. Kamiokande group intends to have 1000 days of ex-
position at March 1990 and then divide them into five series to look for time variation.

Two Ga-Ge experiments sensitive to neutrinos from pp —• Dev reaction are starting to
obtain the data now: SAGE in Baksan Laboratory and GALLEX in Gran Sasso Laboratory. From
the viewpoint of time antkorrelatkm it is extremely interesting to obtain results in these experiments
in the active Sun yean (1990-1991) to compare it with the flux in the subsequent years of the quiet
Sun.

3. PHENOMENOLOGY

If solar v flux really anncorreUtcs with the Sun magnetic activity then it should be con-
nected with neutrino electromagnetic properties. Namely, a nonzero neutrino magnetic moment
naturally explains such anticomslation [3]. When the Sun is active then; exists torroidal magnetic
field in a convective zone of the Sun which is perpendicular to the direction of v motion. Crossing
this magnetic field left-handed neutrino is converted into a right-handed one. The number of the
left-handed neutrinos which go out from the Sun ia given by the following simple formula:

N = N0Ca2(ii.H±L) (1)

where £ is the depth of the convective zone. L equals to 1010 cm with ta 10% accuracy, and the
value of H± could vary in the following domain: 101(7o«a« < / / j . < 10' Gauss. So to obtain
substantial reduction of v-flux the neutrino magnetic moment should be of the following value:

(10 -10 \0-n)itB, 3 10- (2)

The best experimental bound on p^, followed from the analysis of i/.e-scattering of reactor ut [4],
According to (5), this bound is

<2: ff) (3)

More stringent is asnopbyncal bound, which follows from white dwarf cooling [6]

(/i;) < 10 -" M B (4)

Concluding this section I would tike to mention that two types of c magnetic moment are possible:
Dine and Majorana (3). Dine magnetic moment acts between a left- handed active component and
right-handed sterile component of Dine election neutrino. The evident drawback of this scenario
is introduction of three extra v species: i»*, v* and v*. This is aesthetically unappealing and these
can be difficulties in the interpretation of the observed neutrino signal from SN 1987 A. In the case

of a pure left-handed neutrino the diagonal transiaon magnetic moment between vj- and v% equals
zero identically. Nevertheless, nondiagonal transition between i^utAv^orvf could occur. In
this case no extra neutrino species should be introduced and no difficulties with SN 1987 A arise.
In Older to have vt transmuted into, say, t j by the magnetic field these two energy levels should
be highly degenerate.

Namely, the following inequalities should take place:

m2 — m*
(5)

v\ is converted in the solar magnetic field into p£ (or u^) this latter particle is sterile for Cl - Ar
experiment but not for Kamiokanda experiment. But the total cross-section of E£ e-scanering is
approximately 7 times smaller than that for v, e-scattering, so substantial reduction of v flux during
the years of active Sun should be observed in Kamiokanda experiment as well.

4. EARLIER MODELS

If one introduces the right-handed neutrinos to the standard GWS weak interaction the-
ory, then neutrino Dine magnetic moment arises at one loop through a diagram with lf-boson
exchange, it is equal to [7]:

(6)

where m , is the proton mas*. And even for the m , <• 100 eV p , is too small to account for solar
v flux variation. The main reason for p , suppression is its proportionality to neutrino mass. This
proportionality arises because W boson interacts only with left-handed currents, and as a result
fermion spin flip takes place at the external (neutrino) leg. In order to enhance n, value die right-
handed currents or scalar exchanges should be introduced to obtain the possibility of fermion spin
flip on a charged fermion leg. That is what happens in die Rikusita-Yanagida model [8]. These
authors introduce charged scalar particle n~ which interacts with teptons in the following way:

AC Q Ce Q t (7)

where e symbol serves in order to obtain SUi 2)t invariant term. The election neutrino magnetic
moment is proportional to the mass of charged fermion in this model. Even more, due to the Pauli
statistics of fermions election doublet should be coupled with the doublet of another flavour. The
result for the neutrino magnetic moment which is generated by the diagram with intermediate n~*
and r~ is the following

(8)



Substituting Ur = SO GeV (lower values are forbidden by LEP results) we observe that for the

value f\h ra 3 1 0 " the desired v a l u e r s 10 " ' V B is obtained

The main difficulty in this scenario i* the value of the election neutrino mass. If one

introduces right-handed electron neutrinos, then it is natural to give it the mass of the order of

electron mass on the tree level. This is one aspect of naturality problem in the models under con-

sideration. Even if you do not give it tree level mass one loop diagram which produces neutrino

magnetic moment will also give it mass if we take the photon line away. The value of this mass is

the following:

This logarithmically divergent contribution to v mass should be compensated by the counterterm,

and any finite value of u mast can be obtain in such a way. But the point is that the coefficient

in front of divergent logarithm in (9) is of the order of ~ 3 KeV. So to obtain m* ~ 3 eV you

need fine tuning with the accuracy 10"* and this is the second aspect of the naturality problem.

It is convenient to form the ratio of v mass to v magnetic moment divided by the electron charge

e [9]. Substituting m , = lOeV, p , * \Q~nfiB we obtain: emrfn¥ * 1. In the model [8]

£">„//!„ = w j - *»d you find the same three orders of magnitude unnaturality.

The question of compatibility of large v magnetic moment with small mass is central for

the whole problem under consideration. As both mass and magnetic moment operators flip neutrino

chirality it is natural to expect that in any model which succeeds in creating large fiv big mv will be

obtained as a byproduct. However, Vbloshin noted that symmetry properties of mass and magnetic

moment operators are not identical [10]. He united left-handed i a field and and right-handed VR

field in one SU(2)» doublet. Under this SV( 2 ) , symmetry Dirac mass term is a component of triplet

(other two components are Majorana masses for right-handed and left-handed neutrino species)

while magnetic moment is singlet. He concluded that in SU{2\ symmetric theory pv could be

generated, while m , should be equal to zero. SU(2X, expansion of Fukugita-Yanagida model in-

cludes two charged scalar panicles nf and th which are components of one SU(2), doublet rj2"

has an 5 t / ( 2 ) t partner nf, just as electron is SU{2h partner of vL. Diagrams with ijj" and i £

exchanges are subtracted in the neutrino mass while summed up in magnetic moment. For totally

degenerate nj" and n j m» equals zero identically. However, as t £ and nj" have different SU( 2)L

properties, in (10] it was expected that M1. - Af * RS * M2- .In this case an estimate for the ratio

of m* to n.jt is changed in the following way:

(10)

and the naturalness problem is overcome. Vbloshin unified SU(T>V with SU(2)L into SU(4)

gauge scheme, more economical SU( 3) unification was performed in [ 11 ]. As it was stressed in
(111 the scale of SU( 3) breaking should not exceed Uw to perform effective m , protection. Even
more, the self-consistency of the solution of naturalness problem in the models mentioned is also
questionable [12]. After all, introduction of right-handed neutrinos is unappealing, as it was stated
above.

5. ZEE MODEL FOR NEUTRINO MASS

In 1980 Zee proposed a model for left-handed neutrinos which acquire calculable Majo-

rana mass (12]. He introduced into a standard model the additional charged scalar particle h~ and

additional scalar doublet tp. Diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 1 without a photon line provides

left-handed neutrinos with calculable Majorana masses. In [ 14] the model of this type was used in

the framework of solar neutrinos, but the main problem remains the same as in the case of Dirac

neutrinos and even worse a): two levels are splitted loo much and nondiagonal spin precession is

strongly suppressed [IS). Utilization of St / ( 2V in Zee model leads to an unexpected success: the

totally degenerate neutrino states with naturally small mass.

6. A LIGHT ZKM NEUTRINO WITH LARGE MAGNETIC MOMENT

In this last section I shall review recent papers [16HI8] . In paper [16] global continu-
ous SU(2)H symmetry between electron and muon families is used. This symmetry contains the
following 2 discrete operations:

First of them corresponds to the Zeldovich-Kanopinsld-Mahmond tepton number L^KU = l>> -
Lp. This symmetry is unbroken and it forbids the appearance diagonal of the Majorana neutrino
mass operators vJCut and f j C i ^ a* well as flavour nondiagonal decays n -» e*f, p. -* ee. This
symmetry allows nondiagonal Majorana mass term myuJCt/^ and Dirac Zeldovich-Kanopinski-
Mahmoud, (ZKM) neutrino forms, v = {V,)L + '

Second symmetry t> interchange electron and muon families. It forbids ZKM neutrino
mass but allows its magnetic moment. This symmetry is explicitly broken by the difference of elec-
tron and muon masses and ZKM neutrino acquires nonzero mass. Particle content of the model [ 16|
is determined by the diagram shown in Fig. 1 which produces magnetic moment of ZKM neutrino.
Fcrmiom are the same as in the standard model still I would like to write them down emphasizing
their SU(2)H content:

(12)

(13)

Scalar particles are a standard Higgs doublet H and two additional multiples -V and S:

0 As neutrino mass counterterms could not be introduced in the models with left-handed neutrinos
only.



At a glance t scalar sector of model [16) is cumbersome. However, one can consider D*

and S" as superpartnen of L* and 1>*R, respectively. Authors of [ 16] introduce SU( 2)H symmetry

breaking tern* in the scalar particles Lagnngian in the same way as they are introduced in the

fermion Lagnngian. This terms are suppressed by the factor e * ( m , - m,)/{Ho) « 5 10"4 .

Sc- and t>r are well as $„- and T>~ are mixed, and the pattern of four charged scalar particle

masses are shown in Rg.2. The degeneracy of the levels are of the order of e : &M2/M2 « e.

mass of ZKM neutrino equals:

»3K*V-*M (14)

uT mass is not supppressed by the factor c but instead of TOTUI the expression for there is m,,. There-

fore ra, ~ 100 eV and this is interesting for the cosmological applications (dark matter). Indirect

evidence of the proposed scenario is the deviations from a standard model in r-lepton decays. But

they are very small [16]. A clear signature will be the discovery in, say, e*e~-annihilation scalar?

E, and M(. In paper [16] it is predicted that the values of of two lightest scalars E\ and M, should

be of the order of 50 GeV. However, this prediction is not firoi in the scenario considered. For

example, if one supposes mat the explicit breaking of SU( 2)H is introduced only through the dif-

ference of electron and muon mattes, than the lightest charged scalars could have masses of the

order of 1 TeV, while rn^,M could be as light as 10"3eV. So my statement is that a non-abelian

ZKM scenario does not fix m , and U^,a values unambiguously.

In paper [17] a model with [/(1) ZKM and discrete S symmetry was considered. S

symmetry inierchages electron and muon families in the following way: S • ( * a ) . This sym-

metry forbids magnetic moment but allows nonzero mass of ZKM neutrino. The authors violate 5

symmetry to obtain non-zero ft,, at one loop and observed that m v appeared only at 2-loop level.

The reason for this accident is simple [19]: EON model Lagrangian is invariant under Z> symmetry

as well. Instead of r-lepton in [17] two additional heavy charged Dine fermions are used; also

a number of additional scalar doubleu is introduced. In this respect Leuscr and Marons model is

more economical.

As I already mentioned the particle content of model [16] is supersymmetric and it is

desirable to contruct a supersymmetric version. The supersymmetric model with £/( l)zjr» + T>

symmetries has been constructed by Babu and Motapatra but it has three drawbacks {19]:

a) because of the damping of jiji, mixing by the factor ~ m,,/ < H > the value of the

magnetic moment of ZKM neutrino is of the order of I 0 - 1 < pB contrary to the author's conclusion;

b) the mechanism of generation of the difference of muon and electron masses is unsat-

isfactory. To conclude, I would like to say that the problem of p¥ is intriguing and deserves further

experimental and theoretical study.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 This diagram generates ZKM neutrino magnetic moment in the model 116].

Fig.2 Charge scalar panicle missei in the model [16].
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